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Abstract 
 

Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) characterized by the lack of guaranteed end-to-end paths 

exploit opportunistic data forwarding mechanism, which depends on the hypothesis that nodes 

are willing to store, carry, and forward the in-transit messages in an opportunistic way. 

However, this hypothesis might easily be violated by the presence of selfish nodes constrained 

with energy, bandwidth, and processing power. To address this problem, we propose a 

practical reputation-based incentive scheme, named PRI, to stimulate honest forwarding and 

discipline selfish behavior. A novel concept of successful forwarding credential and an 

observation protocol are presented to cope with the detection of nodes’ behavior, and a 

reputation model is proposed to determine egoistic individuals. The simulation results 

demonstrate the effectiveness and practicality of our proposal. 
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1. Introduction 

Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) provide a promising approach to support various 

applications in challenging environments where an end-to-end path between the 

communication sources and destinations is unavailable occasionally [1][2]. The application of 

DTN concept benefits diverse applications that often suffer from frequent network partitioning, 

e.g. supporting rural schools in developing countries, low-cost Internet service provision, 

zebra tracking in Africa, and social networking [3][4][5]. In DTNs, due to sparse node density 

and unpredictable node mobility, bundles, the in-transit messages, are opportunistically routed 

to the destinations, which follows a store-carry-and-forward paradigm. 

Most of the literatures on opportunistic data propagation in DTNs [6][7][8] so far have 

assumed that each node is willing to cooperate in the dissemination process and forward 

bundles for others honestly. However, since each DTN node operates under energy and 

storage resource constraints, some nodes may exhibit various degrees of selfishness and be 

unwilling to serve as bundle relays or custodians on behalf of others to conserve limited buffer 

and power. Thus, the hypothesis that each individual node behaves rationally to share its own 

resources for global connectivity might easily be violated [9][10][11]. In order to conserve 

energy, bandwidth, and processing power, egoistic nodes may refuse to cooperate and serve as 

a bundle relay, which dramatically degrades network performance, even leads to a 

nonfunctional network in certain circumstances when opportunistic routes are needed. 

Therefore, how to restrain selfishness in DTNs has become a challenging issue. 

To address the selfishness issue, some credit-based and reputation-based incentive schemes 

[12][13][14][15][16], providing efficient and promising solutions, are proposed. Credit-based 

schemes, e.g. payment schemes, aim at stimulating selfish nodes to cooperate through 

introducing some form of virtual currency. Nodes are paid for forwarding, and pay for the 

forwarding of their own bundles transmitted by others. These schemes make selfish nodes 

unwilling to deny forwarding, however, selfish nodes target other types of misbehavior, e.g. 

silent route changes.  Reputation-based schemes monitor and rate the behavior of neighboring 

nodes so that nodes can respond according to the opinion on others. These schemes enable 

nodes to distinguish and exclude egoistic nodes. Reputation schemes are eligible for coping 

with any kind of misbehavior as long as it is observable [15]. 

However, the unique characteristics of DTNs make the existing schemes, which are 

proposed for conventional ad hoc networks or P2P networks, not applicable for DTNs. First, 

due to the intermittent connectivity and network partitioning, the hypothesis, adopted in 

existing schemes, that there is a contemporaneous end-to-end path between the source and 

destination does not hold. Second, opportunistic forwarding makes the main approaches to 

detect neighboring nodes’ behavior, e.g. promiscuous listening mode, inefficient. Third, 

multiple-copy routing adopted in DTNs to improve network performance and communication 

reliability is not compatible with existing schemes designed for single-copy routing. 

In this paper, to cope with the selfishness in DTNs, we propose a practical reputation-based 

incentive scheme, named PRI, which enables DTNs to keep functioning and improves 

network performance despite the presence of misbehaving nodes. With the proposed scheme, 

selfish nodes have to behave honestly in the bundle propagation process in order to avoid 

being isolated from networks. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are twofold.  

 First, in order to address the monitoring of nodes’ behavior, we provide a novel 

concept of successful forwarding credential (SFC) which serves as a behavior record of 
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successful forwarding. The generation and transmission of this credential is integrated 

into an observation protocol presented in our proposal. A verifiable signature technique 

[17] is adopted to guarantee the feasibility and provides authentication and integrity 

protection in the PRI scheme.  

 Second, to achieve fairness, a novel reputation model is presented. In this model, both 

the quantity that a node cooperates and the ratio of successful forwarding to total have 

an impact on reputation values. In order to obtain a good reputation value, nodes need 

to provide reliable service of forwarding continuously. Furthermore, each DTN node 

provides service of forwarding for honest nodes in advance, and excludes selfish nodes 

whose values are below a deterministic reputation threshold, which energetically 

stimulates all individuals to cooperate in forwarding in order to earn a great reputation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give an overview of 

related work. Section 3 provides the system models and the design goal. In Section 4, we 

present our PRI scheme in detail. The performance evaluation is given in Section 5, followed 

by a conclusion in Section 6. 

2. Related Work 

In DTNs, the lack of contemporaneous end-to-end routes and high variation in network 

conditions make most of the existing incentive schemes designed for traditional ad hoc 

networks and P2P networks [12][15][16][18][19] not eligible. Recently, more and more 

researchers start to focus on the selfishness problem in DTNs. 

Karaliopoulos analytically assesses the performance of the unrestricted and two-hop relay 

schemes when nodes behave selfishly in the process of bundle propagation. Their numerical 

results demonstrate the negative impact of selfish behavior only on the message transmission 

delay [20]. Shevade et al. [10] study the impact of selfish behavior on DTNs, and present an 

incentive mechanism to stimulate cooperation. However, the security issues of this incentive 

scheme are not taken into consideration. Li et al. [21] study the social selfishness and propose 

an incentive-aware routing to improve network performance.  Li et al. [22] evaluate the impact 

of social selfishness on DTN unicast routing in terms of delay and cost. Furthermore, Li et al. 

[11] investigate how the selfish behavior affect the performance of DTN multicast, and give a 

conclusion that the performance of multicast with selfish nodes depends on the multicast 

group size.  

Most of the aforementioned literatures focus on the impact of misbehaving nodes rather 

than the solutions of egoism in DTNs. The SMART [9] and Pi [10], as credit-based schemes, 

are firstly propoesd to resolve the selfishness problem in DTNs.  In [9], Zhu et al. propose a 

secure multilayer credit-based incentive scheme, called SMART, to stimulate cooperation 

among DTN nodes. In SMART, a layered coins model is presented and serves as virtual 

currency to pay for the relays who participate in forwarding bundles. Furthermore, the 

proposed scheme can be implemented to thwart various attacks, e.g. credit forgery attack, 

nodular tontine attack, and submission refusal attack. In [10], a pactical incentive protocol, 

named Pi, is presented to provide the fairness in DTNs. In the Pi protocol, if and only if 

bundles are successfully delivered to the destination, intermediate nodes can get credits from 

the source node, or else, for the failure of bundle forwarding, intermediate nodes can earn good 

reputation values from a trusted authority. In both of the aforementioned schemes, there exists 

a trusted authority to take charge of credit clearance. The authority serves as a virtual bank and 

performs fair virtual currency clearance. In the Pi protocol, it introduces reputation values to 
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compensate intermediate nodes who take part in a failed forwarding process, however, it still 

relays on the virtual bank for reputation clearance. 

Different from the aforementioned schemes, we propose a reputation-based incentive 

scheme for DTN and provide an efficient solution, the introduction of SFC and the observation 

protocol, to monitor neighboring nodes , detect misbehavior, and rate on others’ behavior, 

which distinguishes the PRI scheme from all the aforementioned works. To the best of our 

knowledge, no previous incentive schemes for DTNs falls into the category of reputation. We 

are the first to investigate the solution based on reputation to resolve the selfishness in DTNs. 

Furthermore, our proposal is compatible with multiple-copy routing adopted to enhance the 

reliability of communication, which makes PRI pactical for DTNs. 

3. System Model and Design Goals 

In this section, we describe our system model and design goal in detail. 

3.1 Network Model 

In our model, a general DTN, e.g. a vehicular DTN, is formed by a set of mobile vehicles with 

limited transmission capabilities. Due to the lack of a contemporaneous end-to-end link, the 

data forwarding process follows a “store-carry-and-forward” paradigm, and bundles are 

opportunistically routed. When two mobile nodes move into each other’s transmission range 

and contact for a period of time, bundles could only be forwarded. For two nodes outside the 

transmission range of each other, the transmissions of bundles rely on the forwarding of 

intermediate nodes in a multiple-hop manner. 

We assume that there is an offline security manager, abbreviated as OSM, which is in 

charge of key distribution. Before joining the network, each DTN node should be registered in 

the OSM and obtain its secret key. 

3.2 Node Model 

In DTNs, each node i is assumed to have a unique identifier IDi. We will use node i and Ni 

interchangeably to refer to the same DTN entity hereafter. In general, each node is considered 

resource-restrained, e.g. computational power, storage and energy. In order to conserve energy, 

some selfish nodes are unwilling to serve as relays and may provide unreliable service to 

others. They are assumed to misbehave in the message propagation process and drop bundles 

on purpose. 

In our model, when a node i has a bundle B for forwarding, it does not set a routing path in 

advance, but only needs to attach some affiliation information AI. The AI consists of the 

followings: BI, which contains the basic information of the bundle, e.g. the identities of the 

source node and the destination node, the session number, and time-to-life information; HI, 

which contains the identities of the node from whom the bundle is forwarded and to whom the 

bundle is sent besides itself; TS, which denotes the creation timestamp; and Sig, which refers 

to the signature signed by node i to protect the authenticity and integrity of this affiliation 

information. 

3.3 Design Goal 

Our design goal is to develop a practical reputation-based scheme to cope with the selfishness 

in DTNs. In general, two following objectives will be achieved. 
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 Improving the network performance in the presence of selfish nodes: The egoism in 

DTNs leads to a dramatically performance degradation. To address the egoistic 

misbehavior, a reputation-based scheme is proposed. With the PRI scheme, nodes will 

exclude selfish nodes from the network, by both avoiding them in routing and denying 

their cooperation, so that selfishness will result in isolation and thus can be restrained. 

The DTNs’ performance, in terms of high successful delivery rate and low average 

delay, can be assured. 

 Fairness in bundle forwarding: As a reputation-based scheme, we take the fairness into 

consideration. In order to get a good reputation, nodes must be able to have a higher 

successful probability of transmission, and provide more forwarding services for 

others. The fairness in DTNs makes nodes willing to provide their own resources for 

global connectivity.  

4. Proposed PRI Scheme 

In this section, we propose the PRI scheme, which is composed of the followings: monitoring, 

in which an observation protocol is presented to cope with monitoring the behavior of others; 

reputation, which is in charge of the computation of reputation values; and response, which 

describes the strategy on misbehaving nodes. Before the detailed description of our proposal, 

we give some preliminary background of bilinear pairing technique and an overview of the 

PRI scheme first. 

4.1 Bilinear Pairing 

The bilinear pairing, a mature cryptographic technique, serves as the basis of our scheme. Let 

1G  and 2G  denote an additive cyclic group and a multiplicative cyclic group, respectively. 

Both of the groups are with the same order q. Let P be an arbitrary generator of 1G . The 

cryptographic pairing is defined as 1 1 2
ˆ :e  Ge G G , which has the following properties: 

 Bilinear. 1,R S G  and 
*, qa bZ , ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , )abe aP bP e P P . 

 Nondegenerate. 
2

ˆ( , ) 1e P P  G .  

 Computable. There is an efficient algorithm to compute ˆ( , )e R S , 1,R S G . 

4.2 Overview of PRI scheme 

In the PRI scheme, we assume a general multiple-copy forwarding manner, as shown in Fig.1. 

For each bundle B generated by the source node S, multiple copies of B spread into the 

network and opportunistically route to the destination node D, which follows a hop-by-hop 

strategy.  
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Fig. 1. Generalized data forwarding strategy in the PRI scheme 

In DTNs, intermittent connectivity, network partitioning, and sparse node density makes 

promiscuous listening mode, the main approach to detect neighboring nodes’ misbehavior, 

inefficient. In order to detect misbehavior of selfish nodes, the concept of SFC is introduced, 

and the transmission of SFC is integrated into the bundle propagation process. Notice that, 

SFC can be forwarded back to previous hop nodes through opportunistic links. Furthermore, 

with the observation protocol presented in our scheme, each DTN node is capable of keeping 

track on first-hand information about the bundle-forwarding behavior of neighboring nodes. In 

PRI, the introduction of SFC and the design of the observation protocol take the place of 

conventional observation modes, and provide a novel solution for the detection of 

misbehaving in challenged networks. A node i always maintains and updates a list of n nodes, 

denoted by NLi, which contains all the forwarding nodes that node i contacts directly or 

receives related information from others. Node i keeps track of two factors for node j in the NLi, 

as below. 

 TFij: The total number of bundles that node i has transmitted to node j for forwarding. 

 CFij: The number of bundles that node i has received the SFC and confirmed the 

successful forwarding of node j. 

According to the first-hand information of transactions with others, the two factors are 

updated after a deterministic time period τ by the following rules. After a bundle is 

successfully delivered, receiving node Ni+1 needs to send a SFCi+1 back to the forwarding node 

Ni as a respond. The factor TFi(i+1), which records the total times of forwarding about node Ni+1, 

increases by one automatically. After the bundle is successfully forwarded, node Ni+1 will 

receive SFCi+2 from the next-hop intermediate node, and then, send SFCi+2 to node Ni as the 

credential for honest forwarding through an opportunistic link. After the verification of SFCi+2 

is passed, node Ni confirms the forwarding of node Ni+1, meanwhile, the factor CFi(i+1), which 

records the times of confirmed forwarding about node Ni+1, increases by one automatically.   

Additionally, in order to detect misbehaving nodes before having a bad experience, node i is 

allowed to use second-hand information through reputation propagation from others. It is 

worth pointing out that the reputation-related information exchanged between two nodes is 

piggybacked only once in each time period to minimize transmission cost. 
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As shown in Fig. 2, a framework of the PRI scheme is presented. The calculating of 

reputation value is composed of three parts: historical reputation values in former time period, 

the first-hand information obtained through direct monitoring, and the second-hand 

information through reputation propagation. When a node wants to send a bundle, it checks the 

list of nodes within its transmission coverage. And then, through the query of reputation value 

maintained in database, the node determines the list of honest nodes in terms of reputation 

decision rules. Finally, all the selfish nodes are excluded in routing, and the next-hop 

intermediate nodes are selected from the list of honest nodes according to routing algorithms. 

Thus, the PRI scheme is integrated into DTN routing, and enables nodes to distinguish egoistic 

individuals in routing decision. The performance of DTNs can be improved despite of the 

presence of selfishness.  
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Fig. 2. The Framework of the PRI Scheme 

4.3 Monitoring 

We propose an observation protocol to monitor others and gather the first-hand information on 

their behavior. The proposed observation protocol consists of three parts: system initialization, 

bundle generation, and bundle forwarding. 

1) System Initialization: The OSM is in charge of key distribution in registration procedure. 

The OSM chooses 
*

qsZ as its secret key, and computes the global public key pubP sP . A 

hash function 
*

1:{0,1}H G  is chosen. And then, the system parameter 

1 2
ˆ{ , , , , , }pube P P HG G  is published, which will be configured in each DTN node. After the 

verification of identity information is passed in the registration procedure, the OSM computes 

the secret key for the identity as ( )sk sH ID , in which ( )pk H ID  serves as the public 

key. 

2) Bundle generation: When a source node S wants to send a bundle B to the destination 

node D, it will run the following steps. 

Step. 1: Generate B, which follows the format defined in bundle protocol specification [23]. 
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Step. 2: Determine the list of next-hop forwarding nodes within its transmission range. 

Notice that, the reputation values of all the selected nodes need to exceed a deterministic 

reputation threshold. 

Step. 3: Choose a 
*

qrZ , and compute 1 ( || || || )ssk rH B BI HI TS    and 2 rP   

to get the final signature 1 2( || )Sig   . Here, Sakai-Ohgishi-Kasahara’s ID-based 

signature is selected to generate signature [17]. 

Step. 4: Forwards B attached with the affiliation information AI to the list of next-hop 

intermediate nodes as follows: 
 

: , sS List B AI                                                       (1) 

 

Notice that, the proposed observation protocol is compatible with multiple-copy routing. 

The generation and delivery of SFC is the key issue for the observation protocol. For a 

multiple-copy forwarding scheme, bundle copies may be forwarded along with multiple 

paths, and the same as SFC. In each forwarding path, SFC can be sent back to the previous 

hop node through opportunistic links. A multiple routing is compatible with the observation 

protocol. We assume that the bundle is delivered by the forwarding path S→N1→...→Ni-1 

→Ni→Ni+1→...→D, as shown in Fig.1. We cite it as an example to show the details of our 

protocol. 

3) Bundle Forwarding: When an intermediate node Ni receives the message, it performs 

the following steps to verify B and AI. 

Step. 1: Check the timestamp and TTL if the bundle is in its lifetime. 

Step. 2: Check the timestamp in the AI if the affiliation information is in its lifetime. 

Step. 3: Check the signature by verifying if the following equation holds good. 
 

1 2 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( ( || || || ), ) ( , )

iN pube pk P e H B BI HI TS e P 


                      (2) 

 

After the aforementioned verification is passed, intermediate node Ni performs the 

following steps: 

Step. 1: Generate the SFC, where SET includes the identities of three parts, the node that 

provides this evidence, the node who forwards the bundle, and the node to whom the SFC is 

destined.  

Step. 2: Send it back to the forward-hop node Ni as a response for successful delivery as 

follows: 
 

1 :
ii i NN N SFC , where ( || || || )

i i iN N NSFC BI SET TS Sig                  (3) 

 

Step. 3: Determine the next-hop node Ni+1, and generate new affiliation information just as 

what the source node does. 

Step. 4: Forward B and new AI to nodes Ni+1, as follows: 
 

1 : ,
ii i NN N B AI                                                       (4) 

 

After the similar steps are taken, node Ni+1 gives the SFC, where SET contains the identities 

of Ni-1, Ni and Ni+1, as a response: 
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11 :
ii i NN N SFC
  , where 

1 1 1
( || || || )

i i iN N NSFC BI SET TS Sig
  
                  (5) 

 

And then, node Ni sends the SFC to node Ni-1 through an opportunistic link as follows: 
 

11 :
ii i NN N SFC
 , where 

1 1 1
( || || || )

i i iN N NSFC BI SET TS Sig
  
                  (6) 

 

After the verification of SFC passing, node Ni-1 confirms the forwarding behavior of node Ni. 

Notice that, similar steps are also taken by each node before the bundle arrives at the 

destination node.  

4.4 Reputation 

The goal of reputation is to make sense of gathered information about the behavior of others. 

The reputation determines how monitored events are translated into reputation ratings of 

participants in forwarding. It serves as an incentive for honest forwarding behavior; in addition, 

it provides a basis for the choice of prospective forwarding partners. Reputation is defined 

here to evaluate the performance of a node in cooperation. The use of second-hand 

information obtained from others enables nodes to detect misbehaving individuals before 

having a failed transaction. 

In the PRI scheme, DTN nodes update reputation values about others after a deterministic 

time period τ. In order to obtain an objective and overall rating on nodes’ behavior, nodes need 

to take historical behavior of others, direct transaction experience and indirect transaction 

experience into consideration. For example, node i records the reputation value about node j at 

time τn, described as RVij(τn), which is determined by the followings: the historical reputation 

value at the former time period, the computational value in terms of the first-hand and 

second-hand information about recent behavior. Thus, we define the reputation value as 
 

1( )

1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n n

ij n ij n ij n ij nRV e RV FHV SHV
      

                       (7) 

 

where FHVij(τn) denotes the computational value based on the first-hand experiences from 

direct transactions. Let SHVij(τn) be the value associated with the second-hand information 

about node j obtained from the process of reputation integration. In addition, σ is a discount 

factor for the rate at which the historical value would decrease. The larger the factor σ is, the 

quicker the reputation value decreases.  

Assume that γ is the factor of punishment, which denotes the degree that nodes treat 

misbehavior. We define the value of first-hand information as 
 

1( )
( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )

( )
n n

i

ij n ij n ij n

ik nk NL

n
FHV e CF TF

TF

      


 



        
           (8) 

 

where θ is a discount factor for the rate at which the value of first-hand information would 

decrease. To achieve the fairness, we introduce the average value of TFij to emphasize the 

times that nodes participate in forwarding, so that, nodes who serve as relays more times with 

high delivery ratio, gain a better reputation value than others. The main idea of the PRI scheme 

is that nodes that give more contribution to DTNs gain more rewards than their “lazy” 

counterparts. Notice that, it is guaranteed that the reputation value of an honest node increases 
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and the value of a selfish node decreases after a transaction. Thus, γ is determined to satisfy the 

following conditions as 
 

(1 ) 0

(1 ) 0

ih ih

is is

CF TF

CF TF

 

 

    


    
                                                (9) 

 

where the pair of CFih and TFih denote the statistics about an honest node recorded by node i, 

and the pair of CFis and TFis denote the statistics about a selfish node. Let PD and PM denote the 

delivery probability of SFC and the probability under selfish condition, respectively. The rules 

are given by the following equations 
 

(1 )

1 (1 ) 1

D M D

D M D

P P P

P P P


 
 

   
                                          (10) 

Furthermore, the computational value of second-hand information is defined as 
 

1
1,( )

1,

( ) ( )1
( )

( ) ( )

in n

i

ik n kj nk NL k j

ij n

ik n kj nk NL k j

RV CF
SHV e

N RV TF

  
 


 


  

 





                    (11) 

where ω is a discount factor for the rate at which the value of second-hand information would 

decrease, and N denotes the number of nodes participating in reputation propagation. 

4.5 Response 

The application of reputation aims at isolating selfish nodes by not using them for routing; at 

the meantime, and making misbehaving nodes excluded by denying all the requests and not 

providing service. There are three purposes for isolation in DTNs. First, not to use the 

misbehaving nodes in routing makes the performance of DTNs improved. Second, depriving 

egoistic nodes of the opportunity to join the network is an incentive for all the nodes to behave 

honestly in order to avoid the exclusion. Third, it minimizes the negative impact and 

impairment of selfishness on the network. 

In the PRI scheme, due to the performance of DTNs and the velocity of vehicles, the 

decision rules are given as 
 

( )

( )

( )

ij n H

S ij n H

ij n S

RV Honest

RV Normal

RV Selfish

 

  

 

  


  
  

                                        (12) 

 

where ηH and ηS are the threshold of honesty and selfishness, respectively. Both of the 

thresholds are selected according to the condition of DTNs, e.g. the transmission coverage of 

wireless devices, the velocity of vehicles, and environmental disturbances. The selection of 

threshold makes the ratio of honest nodes and selfish nodes to total in NLi set at a predefined 

level. The threshold value needs to be adjusted according to the performance condition and the 

secure strategy of the networks. Notice that, the threshold of selfishness cannot be selected at 

an over high level in order to avoid excluding too much nodes out of networks. If the condition 

of the network goes worse, e.g. the decrease of network delivery ratio or the increase of 

environmental disturbance, the thresholds need to adjust to a lower level. There are three 
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responses according to decision results. First, when nodes are considered honest, the 

forwarding requests from these nodes are given priority over any others to stimulate nodes to 

serve for DTNs. Second, when nodes are determined as normal, they are not given any priority. 

Third, if nodes are considered selfish, they will be added to a blacklist, and finally be excluded 

from the network. Furthermore, all the requests from misbehaving nodes are denied as the 

punishment for egoism.  

5. Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the PRI scheme from several aspects. The 

performance metrics used in the evaluation are the followings: the delivery ratio, which is the 

fraction of generated bundles that are successfully delivered to the destination node within 

TTL; the average delay, which is defined as the average time between when a bundle is 

generated from the source node and when it is delivered to its destination; and the overhead, 

which is the ratio of bundles that are relayed in intermediate nodes to bundles that arrive at its 

destination.  

1) System Initialization: Our scheme is implemented in the Opportunistic Networking 

Environment simulator, which is known as the ONE simulator [24]. In our simulation scenario, 

there are 250 vehicles adopted with 300 m transmission coverage and uniformly distributed in 

an area of 4500 m ×  3500 m. The speed of vehicles varies from 10 km/h to 50 km/h. The 

scenario is extracted from a city map, and all the vehicles follow the shortest path map-based 

movement model, which makes our simulation realistic. Furthermore, the evaluation runs on 

top of the binary spray and wait routing (BSW) protocol which is a prevalent multiple-copy 

routing scheme in DTNs [8]. The details of simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Scenario  

Simulation area 4500 m × 3500 m 

Duration  12 hours 

DTN nodes  

Number 250 

Velocity 10 km/h to 50 km/h 

Routing Protocol Spray and wait routing 

Transmission Coverage 100 m 

Mobility Model Shortest path map-based model 

Buffer size 5 Mb 

Bundles  

Generation interval  5 s to15 s, 5 s to 25 s, 5 s to 45 s 

TTL 5 hours 

Number of forwarding copies 1 to 32 

 

2) Scenario I – Effectiveness of the PRI scheme: To evaluate the effectiveness and 

practicality of the proposed PRI scheme, we examine the system performance at different 

percentage of selfish nodes, and compare the performance difference between with and 
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without PRI on the top of BSW routing scheme. We also investigate the impact of forwarding 

copy number in this scenario. The number of forwarding copies is set to 4 and 16, just as 

denoted in legends to following figures. In Fig. 3, we compare the system performance of the 

original BSW scheme without incentive to BSW with the PRI scheme. 

As shown in Fig. 3-(a), when the percentage of selfish nodes increases from 0% to 30%, the 

delivery rate of original BSW scheme configured with 4 copies will drop from 0.89 to 0.61, 

which dramatically descends nearly 27 percent. The result suggests that the selfishness impairs 

the system performance severely. Due to the high consuming of network resources, the 

delivery rate of original BSW scheme with 16 copies is inferior to that with 4 copies, which are 

both depicted in dash line. When more nodes start to drop bundles, the overmuch consuming 

of network resources is mitigated. Thus, after a deterministic threshold of selfish nodes, the 

difference between the two dash lines becomes smaller. With the PRI scheme in place, the 

delivery rate descends mildly, and the gap between the no-incentive scheme and PRI scheme 

is enlarging with the increased percentage of selfishness. Notice that, the overmuch 

forwarding copies, e.g. the PRI scheme configured with 16 copies, becomes a burden for 

DTNs, and leads to a lower delivery rate all the time. As a result, the PRI scheme may 

determine honest partners, and avoid egoistic individuals in routing, so that, our scheme gains 

an advantage over the no-incentive scheme.  

In Fig. 3-(b), it is clear that the more bundle copies are configured, the more quickly nodes 

spread copies to the network. The average latency for the schemes with 16 copies is 

significantly lower than that with 4 copies. The selfish nodes drop bundles in routing, which 

results in the decrease of existing copies in the network. With the PRI scheme, nodes may 

determine a rational relay, which enables more practical copies to be forwarded rather than 

discarded. Thus, the latency of the PRI scheme is slightly lower to original BSW scheme 

without incentive. As shown in Fig. 3-(c), the determination of egoistic nodes makes the 

dropping of bundles constrained, so that, there are more copies for spread. The overhead of the 

PRI scheme is slightly larger than that without incentive. In Fig. 3(d), the schemes configured 

16 copies makes more copies for spreading, which makes nodes spread copies to the network 

quickly. Thus, the average buffer time for the schemes with 16 copies decreases significantly. 

Notice that, the application of PRI makes more practical copies for forwarding rather than 

discarding; so that, the average buffer time with PRI is slight lower than that without incentive.  
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Fig. 3. Effectiveness of the Proposed PRI scheme 

3) Scenario II – Impact of forwarding copy number: Forwarding copy number is a 

significant parameter for multiple-copy routing in DTNs. The impact of forwarding copy 

number on system performance is evaluated in this scenario in the presence of selfish nodes, 

and an optimal forwarding copy number is also investigated in this section. Two event creation 

intervals, e.g. 5 s to 25 s and 5 s to 45 s, are adopted and denoted as high-load and low-load in 

legends to Fig. 4, respectively.  

Fig. 4-(a) shows the evolution of delivery rate when the forwarding copy number is 

increased from 1 to 32. The delivery rate increases rapidly at the beginning. After the number 

of forwarding copies arrives at a deterministic threshold, e.g. 8 in our simulation, the delivery 

rate nearly keeps stable. Although the number of forwarding copies increases, it does not result 

in the decrease of system performance due to the low traffic load. It is important to point out 

that a lower traffic load results in a higher delivery rate. As shown in Fig. 4-(b) Fig. 4- (d) and 

(c), average latency and average buffer time decrease with the increased copies, on the 

contrary, overhead ratio increases along the forwarding copies.  
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Fig. 4. Impact of forwarding copy number on system performance 

In conclusion, the simulation results demonstrate the PRI scheme is effective in stimulating 

bundle forwarding and minimizing the impairment of selfishness in DTNs. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a PRI scheme to stimulate bundle forwarding in DTNs. An 

observation protocol is presented to cope with the detection of misbehavior, and a novel 

reputation model is proposed to determine selfish individuals. The PRI scheme, which is 

compatible with multiple-copy routing, is practical to minimize the impairment of selfishness 

and improve the network performance despite of selfish nodes. 

Reputation-related applications are on our schedule of future research. The reputation in 

DTNs is still an open issue and in need of more attention. 
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